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Imagine e poibili...

of one day turning your hobby into a real business. Perfect
your craft and set your imagination free.
With DUO Broadband you have the tools to learn, plan, create,
market and sell online or use online resources to sell both
locally and globally. Your possibilities are limited only by your
imagination.
DUO Broadband enables your entrepreneurial dreams to
become a reality. While we don’t educate tomorrow’s engineers, teachers, and factory workers or make parts that are
used in cars around the world, we provide a fiber network to
facilitate these endeavors.
We continue to expand and improve the fiber optic network
for exciting and innovative use by thousands of individuals
and businesses who enhance and grow our local communities.
In January we updated our name to DUO Broadband. The
name recognizes the increased customer demand for services
through our broadband Internet network. In February we
substantially increased the Internet speeds for all customers
within our fiber optic service area.
We’re the region’s premier, independent broadband services
company. We’re local and we work hand-in-hand with homegrown and international businesses in our communities to help
them thrive in an increasingly connected and fast moving
world.
DUO Broadband is independent, responsive and flexible. We
are ready to meet your needs at work, at school, at play, and
at home.
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DUO Broadband continues its progress in expanding one of the most
advanced fiber optic networks in Kentucky. However, the future of our
rural community isn’t really about fiber optic technology...
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Simultaneous Use
EXPAND YOUR POSSIBILITIES.
TV+ Devices*
36%
28%
15%
12%
9%

How often do you watch TV and
use a digital device simultaneously?

ALWAYS

VERY OFTEN

SOMETIMES

RARELY

NEVER

DIGITAL USE WHILE WATCHING TV
In what ways have you used your digital
device to engage with the TV content you
were watching?

71% Look up info related to the content
41% Email, text or message about the content
35% Look up, shop for product or service being advertised
28% Write or read post about content on social media
15% Switch to other content after seeing something online

*2018 Nielsen Total Audience Report

Digal TV

Some of you may remember the early
days of cable television. Remember how
exciting it was to have so many more
programming choices with a clearer, more
reliable reception? DUO has been providing high quality Digital TV for decades,
and we continue to upgrade and evolve
our service offerings to keep up with the
latest technologies while providing top
notch local customer service.

Telephone

DUO Broadband began over 65 years ago
as Duo County Telephone to provide
reliable phone service for the people in
our community. We’ve upgraded technology and improved service over the years,
but our mission to bring high quality telecommunications services to our neighbors
has never changed.

Service You Can Depend On

DUO Broadband sets a same-day service
standard policy. What does that mean?
When our customers experience technical
problems or issues we work hard to
address the problem that day and fix it as
quickly as possible. New service installations have a next-day target, so new customers won’t have to spend weeks waiting
for service.

Mobile

When cellular phone service became
widely available, DUO partnered with other
regional telephone providers to start Bluegrass Cellular to serve the people in our
service area with reliable mobile service
as well. Today, we continue to offer the
most advanced wireless network available
through that same company.
Russell: 270-343-3131
Adair: 270-378-4141
Cumberland: 270-433-2121
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